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Abstract 

The correlation of a radio emission microstructure of pulsars PSR 0809 + 74, PSR 0950 + 08 
and PSR 1133 + 16 within a 100 kHz bandwidth at frequency 100 MHz has been investigated. 
It is shown that PSR 0809 + 74 and PSR 1133 + 16 micropulse structure shorter than -400 JJ.s 
is not retained for a 50 kHz frequency offset. The microstructure longer than 500 JJ.s is 
highly correlated inside a 100kHz bandwidth for PSR0809+74 and PSR 1133+16. For 
PSR 0950+08, micropulses longer than -150 JJ.s are correlated over the same range. So, for 
PSR 0809 + 74 and PSR 1133 + 16 the short scale micropulse (tp. < 400 JJ.s) emission is narrowed 
(i.e. the normalised bandwidth AI / fo of the short scale micropulses is less than 5 xl 0 - 4). 

1. Introduction 

Intensity variations of pulsar radio emission have a wide range of time scales. There 
are variations associated with the pulsar rotation, and temporal modulations within 
the emission time window (the so-called subpulses); within subpulses the emission is 
modulated by micropulses. Each type of variability has a certain emission bandwidth. 
For PSR 1133 + 16 microstructure with - 550 JLs the characteristic time has a high 
correlation at frequencies separated by up to 1 GHz (Boriakoff and Ferguson 1980), 
but micropulses shorter than - 350 JLs have an emission bandwidth less than 1 ·6 MHz 
(Smirnova et al. 1986). 

It was shown (Popov et al. 1985) for PSR0809+74 and PSRl133+16 that 
micropulses with duration >400 JLs are well correlated between frequencies 70 and 
102·5 MHz, but shorter micropulses do not correlate for a frequency offset of 
1· 6 MHz (Smirnova et al. 1986). For PSR 0950 + 08, microstructure with a time 
scale - 200 JLs is well correlated at frequencies separated by up to 1 GHz (Boriakoff 
and Ferguson 1980), but shorter micropulses (tp. < 100 JLs) do not correlate for a 
frequency offset of - 20 MHz (Popov et al. 1985). 

The dependence of emission bandwidth on microstructure duration makes it 
possible to recognise the two types of microstructure: short scale (tp. < 400 JLs) and 
large scale (tp. > 400 JLs) (Smirnova et al. 1986). The emission bandwidth of the 
large scale microstructure is at least a few tens of MHz, or in other words, the 
relative bandwidth is !:..f/fo > 0·2 (where !:..J is the emission bandwidth and fo the 
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emission central frequency), while Af / fo < 2x 10-2 for short scale microstructure at 
102· 5 MHz. There are several reasons to suggest that the short scale microstructure 
itself is closely related to the radio emission mechanism of the pulsar. 

In this paper we investigate the short scale microstructure emission bandwidth 
with higher frequency resolution. For this purpose, a comparative analysis of the 
microstructure was carried out for two close frequency bands from fo - ! B to fo and 
from fo to fo +! B. Here fo is the central frequency about 100 MHz and B = 100 kHz 
is the receiving bandwidth. The temporal fine structure of the emission will be equal 
in both frequency intervals, if the microstructure emission bandwidth Af is greater 
than the frequency offset between the intervals 8f, or different if Af < 8f. Data 
for three pulsars were analysed: PSR0809+74, PSR0950+08 and PSR 1133+16. 
Each pulsar has micropulse emission; the micropulse durations are non-randomly 
distributed over a wide range of time scales from $, 50 p,s to a few ms (Soglasnov et 
al. 1981, 1983). 

2. Observations and Data Reduction 

Our analysis is based on observations of PSR 0809+ 74, PSR 0950+08 and 
PSR 1133+16 carried out in 1978-81 with the BSA array (Vitkevich et al. 1976) 
at the Pushchino Radio Astronomy Station of the Lebedev Physical Institute. The 
high frequency signal from the pulsar was digitised and written on magnetic tape. 
Only pulses with a signal-to-noise ratio exceeding 10 were selected for the subsequent 
processing. 

The data were then processed as follows: 

(1) The time smearing due to the interstellar signal dispersion was removed by 
the pre-detection technique (Kardashev et al. 1978). 

(2) Signal spectrum distortions due to the irregularity of the receiver bandpass 
were corrected. 

(3) A complex Fourier spectrum of the pulsar signal was divided into two, the 
first from 0 to 50 kHz and the second from 50 to 100kHz. 

(4) The pulsar signal envelopes were restored in three frequency bands: band 1 
[0-50 kHz, xl(t)], band 2 [50-100 kHz, .xz(t)] and the full band 3 [0-100 kHz, x~(t)]. 
Time resolution of 30 and 15 p,s was achieved for pulses restored from the 50 and 
100 kHz bands respectively. 

(5) Individual autocorrelation functions (ACFs) for the subpulse intensity for 
signals in the three bands were computed and designated as Rl (T), R2(T) and R~(T) 
respectively. 

(6) The individual cross-correlation functions (CCFs) R1/2(T) between pulses at 
the two frequencies shifted on 50 kHz were also computed. 

(7) The average ACFs <R1(T», <R2(T» and <R~(T» and the CCFs <R1/2(T» 
were computed by summing the corresponding individual ACFs and CCFs. 

3. Analysis Technique 

The analysis of spectral properties of the pulsar radio emission microstructure was 
carried out in two steps. The first step consists of a visual comparison of the temporal 
structure of pulses in the different frequency bands. We were able to obtain useful 
qualitative information by this inspection. 
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For the second step individual CCFs between xl (t) and -X2( t) were analysed for 
the following: (1) the presence of the short scale structure correlation; (2) the value 
of this time scale til. (estimated from breakpoint in the CCF); (3) the value of the 
correlation coefficient; and (4) the lag of maximum correlation. 

Individual CCFs were analysed together with individual ACFs. This analysis is 
required because the existence of the correlation feature itself is not firm evidence that 
the investigated processes in pulses xl (t) and -X2( t) have something in common. Even 
for independent records containing microstructure of the same width tp.' in some cases 
the individual CCF also will contain the correlation feature tp.' but in this case the 
position of lag of maximum of the feature will be random. If microstructure at the 
two frequencies is correlated, then the microstructure cross-correlation peak should 
be at zero lag and the CCF and both ACFs must have the same til.' 

In the average CCF and ACF the microstructure feature is emphasised for a 
correlated process. If the microstructure is a wideband property (the bandwidth of 
emission is more than the difference between frequencies), then the average ACFs 
would be almost equal to the average CCF <R1/2(t», i.e. both must have the same 
microstructure features. For narrowband microstructure the accidental correlation 
features in the individual CCFs are added with the random lags T, then the average 
CCF will show no microstructure feature near zero lag. 
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Fig.1. Pulsar PSR 0950+08 and its average ACFs and CCF of the 63 pulses: (a) <Rl(r) in 
the frequency band 1 (0--50 kHz); (b) <R2(r) in the frequency band 2 (50-100 kHz); and (c) 
average CCF between pulses in bands land 2. The smoothing time is 20 JLs in all figures. 

4. Results 

(a) PSR 0950+ 08 

A total of 63 strong pulses were selected for analysis. The microstructure with 
a characteristic time scale ~ 150 ILs is very prominent in the average ACFs < Rl (T» 
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and (R2(r» (see Figs 1 a and 1 b). Analysis of this structure in the frequency bands 
1 and 2, carried out as described above, shows their visual resemblance [the pulses 
x1(t), ~(t) and xl;(t) are shown in Fig. 2c) and the existence of correlation features 
at -150 f.Ls in an individual CCF (see Fig. 2d) and the average CCF (see Fig. 1 c). 
So for PSR 0950+08, microstructure with ~·150 f.Ls characteristic time is correlated 
over a bandwidth of >50 kHz. 
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Fig. 2. A single pulse of (a) PSR 1133 + 16 and (c) PSR 0950+08 in the frequency bands 1,2 
and 3 (where 3 is the full band 0-100 kHz). The corresponding individual CCFs are shown in 
(b) and (d). 

(b) PSR 0809+ 74 and PSR 1133+ 16 

The fine structure analysis of the pulses in two close frequency bands was performed 
for PSR0809+74 and PSR 1133+16 in the same way as for PSR0950+08. First, 
pulses corresponding to the frequency bands 1 and 2 were visually compared. Such a 
qualitative comparison has shown a certain resemblance between temporal structures 
on time scales of ~ 0·6 ms. 

Nevertheless, more short scale micropulse morphology has little in common in the 
two bands. PSR 1133+ 16 and PSR 0809+ 74 pulses, corresponding to the frequency 
bands 1, 2 and 3 shown in Figs 2a and 3a, illustrate this claim. Both figures 
demonstrate that the short scale micropulse (t,. = 200 f.Ls) structure differs markedly 
in the two bands. 
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Fig. 3. As for Fig. 2 but for (a) PSR 0809+74 and (c) PSR 1133+ 16; the corresponding CCFs 
are given in (b) and (d). 
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Fig. 4. Average CCF for PSR 1133 + 16 for 
the different pairs of 25 kHz frequency bands 
(the CCF was averaged over SO pulses). 

The correlation analysis of the individual pulses was performed on the basis of 
91 pulses for PSR 0809 + 74 and 67 pulses for PSR 1133 + 16. The analysis has 
shown that either CCFs contain short scale microstructure features (tl-' ~ 400 p,s), 
corresponding to· the ACFs features, but with correlation maxima positions being 
randomly distributed around zero lag or with short scale microstructure feature 
absent. Fig. 2b shows an example of the PSR 1133+ 16 individual CCF, where the 
short scale microstructure feature is absent. Another example of the PSR 0809 + 74 
individual CCF, shown in Fig. 3 b, demonstrates the case where the microstructure 
correlation feature is shifted from zero lag to T = 200 p,s. 
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Fig. 5. Average ACFs of PSR 0809+ 74 from pulses in: (a) band 1; (b) band 2; and (c) average 
CCF from pulses in bands 1 and 2. Both ACFs and CCF were averaged over 91 pulses. 
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Fig. 6. As for Fig. 5 but for PSR 1133+ 16. The ACFs and CCF were averaged over 67 pulses. 
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For PSR 1133 + 16, short scale microstructure correlation within a narrower 
frequency band was analysed. For this pulsar the 100 kHz complex Fourier spectra 
were divided into four adjacent frequency bands each of 25 kHz. In this case the 
data processing and the analysis technique were the same as those for two bands. 
The effective time resolution was 60 J.Ls. In this case the structure of micropulses of 
- 150 J.Ls time duration differs markedly even for a 25 kHz frequency offset. Also, the 
lags of correlation maxima are randomly distributed. Fig. 4 shows that the average 
CCF for PSR 1133 + 16 between pulses in frequency bands shifted on 25 kHz has no 
correlation features shorter than - 700 J.Ls. 

To improve the reliability of the correlation analysis, the average ACFs and 
CCFs were computed. Average CCFs of PSR 0809+ 74 (Fig. 5 c) and PSR 1133 + 16 
(Fig. 6c) obviously do not display any prominent microstructure features shorter than 
-1 ·4 ms and - 600 J.Ls respectively. For both pulsars the average ACFs indicate 
the presence of microstructure features with tlJ. Z 1· 3 ms and - 700 J.Ls respectively. 
There is also a short scale feature with tlJ. - 70 J.Ls in the ACFs of these pulsars. 
Evidently microstructure features of - 70 J.Ls width are absent in the average CCFs. 

5. Possible Propagation Effects in the Interstellar Medium 

Let us consider whether propagation through the interstellar medium can cause the 
observed absence of short scale microstructure correlation in the 100 kHz bandwidth 
for PSR 0809 + 74 and PSR 1133 + 16. Two main effects can alter the frequency-time 
structure of the pulsar signals: scattering by inhomogeneities in the interstellar electron 
distribution and Faraday rotation of the plane of polarisation of a linearly polarised 
wave. The scattering process causes decorrelation of the pulsar radio signal across 
the receiver bandpass with a decorrelation bandwidth I:l. v p characteristic of each 
pulsar. Measured decorrelation bandwidths for PSR 0809+ 74, PSR 0950+08 and 
PSR 1133+16 are 130±30, 210±50 and 9·1±3·0kHz respectively at a central 
frequency of 105 MHz (Shitov 1972). A value of I:l.vp < 90 kHz was also obtained for 
PSR 1133+16 at 112 MHz (Ewing et al. 1971). Decorrelation bandwidths I:l.vp for 
PSR 0809+ 74 and PSR 0950+08 are greater than the recording receiver bandwidth 
B = 100 kHz and so scattering has no influence on short scale microstructure 
correlation at two frequencies 50 kHz apart. For PSR 1133 + 16, B > I:l.vp and the 
scattering effect has to be considered. However, this effect only causes slow modulation 
of short scale microstructure emission and it could not lead to the observed absence 
of microstructure correlation at two close frequencies. 

Since only one linearly polarised component of pulsar radio emission was recorded 
in our observations, it is necessary to consider the effect of Faraday rotation of the 
plane of polarisation across the receiver bandwidth. The differential rotations across 
the 100 kHz bandwidth at 100 MHz are 0·21,0·02 and 0·07 rad for PSR 0809+ 74, 
PSR 0950+08 and PSR 1133 + 16 respectively. Thus, total changes of the direction 
of the plane of polarisation for all three pulsars are small enough and do not cause a 
significant effect on the frequency structure of the received pulsar signal. 

6. Conclusions 

First of all let us summarise our main experimental findings: 

(1) Short scale microstructure with a duration of ~ 400 J.Ls is not retained for 
a frequency offset 50 kHz at the central frequency -100 MHz for two of the 
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three pulsars investigated, PSR 0809+ 74 and PSR 1133 + 16; forPSR 0950+08 the 
structure of micropulses with duration ~ 150 JLs is the same in the frequency band 
100 kHz. 

(2) The large scale microstructure (t", ~ 500 JLs) is correlated within the 100 kHz 
frequency band at -100 MHz central frequency for all pulsars investigated. 

So, for pulsars PSR 0809+ 74 and PSR 1133 + 16 short scale micropulse emission 
is narrowband (the normalised bandwidth of emission is !:1f I fo <;5x 10-4). To obtain 
this low value of !:1f I fo in the framework of the 'antenna-like' coherent radio emission 
mechanism (Benford and Bushauer 1977), the emission wavelength and the emitting 
system dimension s must be related as AI s <; 5 X 10-4 • Thus, we obtain a lower limit 
to the dimension of s > 106 cm for A = 3xl02 cm, corresponding to the 100 MHz 
central frequency. 

For PSR 0950+08, micropulses with duration -150 JLs correlate at frequencies 
separated by up to 1 GHz, but for the other two pulsars such a correlation is absent 
even with the frequency offset of 8f = 50 kHz. 

A comparison of micropulse durations, expressed in degrees, shows that for 
PSR 0950+08 the duration of wide band micropulses 0° ·28 (t", - 200 JLs) is nearly the 
same as the time scales of wideband micropulses: 0°.36 (-1. 3 ms) for PSR 0809 + 74 
and 0°·18 (-600 JLs) for PSR 1133+ 16. This can be explained by the linear 
dependence of wideband micropulse width with pulsar period. If micropulses are 
due to temporal modplation of the emission region in connection with modulation 
of particle injection at the stellar surface, which depends on the rotation-generated 
electric field, a variation with pulsar period of micropulse duration may be expected. 
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